JKL LAMP NUMBER | VOLTS RATED | AMPS ±10% | *MSCP ±25% | *LUMENS ±25% | AVERAGE LIFE HRS | FILAMENT TYPE
---|---|---|---|---|---|---
*7073 | 12.8 | 0.38 | 3.5 | 44.00 | 1,000 | C-2V

*Xe (XENON) GAS FILLED LAMP

*TO BE MEASURED ON LONGEST SIDE ONLY WITH THE WIRE IN INTIMATE CONTACT WITH THE BOTTOM OF THE GLASS WEDGE.

JKL COMPONENTS CORPORATION

XENON GAS FILLED
T-3 1/4 GLASS WEDGE BASE LAMP

METRIC

DIMENSIONS ARE IN MILLIMETERS
TOLERANCE UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
1 PL +/- .02
2 PL +/- .002
ANGLE +/- .0
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ADJUSTED TO CAD - MANUAL REVISIONS NOT PERMITTED